
Technology with Vision

Vehicle lighting plays an important role in protecting employees from the potential dangers of 
moving machinery. The innovative BL470 Red LED warning lamp from HELLA is fitted with the 
new VISIOTECH technology. A special lens optic allows the light rays to converge and become so 
sharply focused that a strip-shaped warning line is projected onto the ground. The powerful red 
safety strip of light indicates a no-go zone to keep staff and pedestrians at a safe distance.

Occupational safety plus operator comfort and convenience are significantly improved meaning 
accidents can be prevented from the outset.

Providing unmatched corrosion resistance due to an innovative thermally conductive polymer 
housing and the toughness of a UV, chemical and impact resistant Grilamid® lens, the BL470 
lamp is the natural choice when exceptional durability and long-term reliability in demanding 
environments is needed.

The BL470 Red LED Warning Lamp 
also features Multivolt™ circuitry 
making it suitable for 12V or 24V DC 
systems. 

SUITABLE FOR:
Forklifts, Earth Moving Equipment, 
Construction, Mining Industry, Trucks, 
Disabled Person Transports and 
Emergency Vehicles.

P/N 2XD 958 130-661
BL470 Red LED Warning Lamp
Optic appears clear until illuminated

 ➔ VISIOTECH projection technology   
for communication by using light

 ➔ Projects a red strip-shaped warning line
 ➔ Increases safety by indicating danger zone
 ➔ Low power consumption of less than 25W
 ➔ Fully sealed against dust and moisture

BL470 RED LED WARNING LAMP 
RED STRIPE INDICATES A NO-GO ZONE

NEW RELEASE

Part Number 2XD 958 130-661 RED

Mounting Upright or pendant

Voltage Multivolt™ for optimum brightness at input voltages from 9 to 33 volts

Power 
Consumption

25W

Protection Reverse polarity and transient spike protection
IP 6K7 (Protection against dust and temporary water immersion)
IP 6K9K (Protection against dust and high-pressure/steam jet cleaning)

Cable Length Pre-wired with 2.5m of tinned multi-core cable

Lens Material Grilamid®

Accessories 8HG 958 128-811 HD double mount stainless steel feet (one pair)

Compliance ECE R10                            
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Mounting brackets can be 
positioned to suit most 
vehicle installations.

All dimensions in mm.
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